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Charlee @Charlee_W
RT @OTalk_: Before we get started, a reminder of our rules: ! respect client confidentiality - no identifying info ♥ be kind to others - no discrimination or bullying
abide by HCPC and employers' social media policies #⃣ use the #OTalk tag in every tweet so that they're easier to find!

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
@OTalk_ @Charlee_W Hi! Im here #otalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
Evening Everyone! $ Welcome to #OTalk tonight! @OTalk_ Let's start with what areas of practice individuals are working in? Are you currently using outcome me
to measure effectiveness of interventions? #OTalk https://t.co/TYwTA3Azuz

#OTalk @OTalk_
@ForensicOT_ELFT @Charlee_W Hi! Thanks for joining #OTalk https://t.co/CNjI7c7mLH

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Evening Everyone! $ Welcome to #OTalk tonight! @OTalk_ Let's start with what areas of practice individuals are working in? Are you currently
outcome measures to measure effectiveness of interventions? #OTalk https://t.co/TYwTA3Azuz

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ @Charlee_W I’m here too #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@OTalk_ I am working as an OT in a prison setting. I will admit I wanted to host this topic to find out what others are doing to measure the outcomes of their interve
to improve my practice and demonstrate the importance of occupational therapy in prison #OTalk

VdTMoCA Foundation UK @VdTMoCAFUK
Are any of our members attending #OTalk this evening? Will be a good opportunity for discussing the use of the APOM as the outcome measure when underpinnin
practice with the #VdTMoCA.

Charlee @Charlee_W
@ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ Welcome!! $ #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@probyn_jo @ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ Welcome $ #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q1) Currently working in a high secure forensic mental health setting, using the Activity Participation Outcome Measure (APOM) which is a
outcome measure specifically designed for use in MH settings. This enables me to effectively measure the impact of interventions. #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@Tori_Doll_ @OTalk_ Thanks for sharing this @Tori_Doll_ I would be interested to know more. But I imagine this involves more VdT MoCA training? #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Overseeing forensic inpatient/community and prison occupational therapy services. Currently working towards collating and reporting on o
occupational therapy outcome measures in our service more consistently and clearly. #OTalk

Dr Catriona Connell #OneOfUsAllOfUs @DrCConnell
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4 MH occupational therapy, presentation from outcome measures workshop at @theRCOT conf: https://t.co/3DWGOEPSFf Resources https://t.co/NsiQOBjJ6l
why ru measuring, what ru trying to change, is the measure any good? #otalk @MandyGrahamOT @MaryBirken @MOT1ON_Research

Ros French @RosFrench1
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk I’m currently working as a clinical skills facilitator but the team I came from (responsive services and community and inpatient thera
and who I now work alongside use TOMs

Charlee @Charlee_W
@ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ Thanks for joining us @ForensicOT_ELFT Sounds like you use a couple of different outcome measures which is great! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Tori_Doll_: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q1) Currently working in a high secure forensic mental health setting, using the Activity Participation Outcome Measure (
which is an outcome measure specifically designed for use in MH settings. This enables me to effectively measure the impact of interventions. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @charfrenchOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Overseeing forensic inpatient/community and prison occupational therapy services. Currently working towards collatin
reporting on our occupational therapy outcome measures in our service more consistently and clearly. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @DrCConnell: 4 MH occupational therapy, presentation from outcome measures workshop at @theRCOT conf: 4 MH occupational therapy, presentation from
outcome measures workshop at @theRCOT conf: https://t.co/3DWGOEPSFf Resources https://t.co/NsiQOBjJ6l Key Qs: why ru measuring, what ru trying to chang
the measure any good? #otalk @MandyGrahamOT @MaryBirken @MOT1ON_Research

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Forgot to add #Otalk whoops %

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ It’s additional training once you have an understanding of the application of the VdTMoCA in practice. It’s a very sensitive OM which is sup
helpful for detecting the slightest of changes in the forensic patient population that other outcome measures can sometimes miss. #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Hey all, Am currently an OT in Primary Care...constantly thinking about outcome measures. Have used many over the years but stuggling
one that meets all the various needs and range of issues seen in this setting based on whose need is it serving? Total confusion #otalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
Question 1 - What is your understanding of an outcome measure? #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/gUK9ZNMc0N

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Hey all, Am currently an OT in Primary Care...constantly thinking about outcome measures. Have used many over the
but stuggling with one that meets all the various needs and range of issues seen in this setting based on whose need is it serving? Total confusion #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Question 1 - What is your understanding of an outcome measure? #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/gUK9ZNMc0N

Charlee @Charlee_W
Q1 - My understanding of outcome measure is something which measures the effectiveness of an intervention. By measuring this it can highlight the importance a
need for occupational therapy in the services we work #OTalk

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ It’s difficult in practise in criminal justice, I think - covering vacancies and often lone working to implement as robustly as maybe would be id
Not sure what research there is I think outcome measures in justice settings? #OTalk

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
@RosFrench1 @Charlee_W @OTalk_ We were thinking to use TOMs - how do you find it? #OTALK

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
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@Charlee_W @OTalk_ We use a combination of patient reported, clinician reported and a patient reported experience measure. This includes; OSA, MOHOST, G
a feedback form. #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@RosFrench1 @OTalk_ Oooo... what is TOMs? I have never heard of this before. Need to do some research I think #OTalk

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
@charfrenchOT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Sounds similar to us! We also adapt our feedback forms for different service user groups such as those with LD #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ Yes I know this feeling... I am struggling to find something to use with various prison populations. So tricky but so important to evidence t
work we are doing #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ "depends who is asking?" Is this a cop out? Could be for the person, the service, national, type of intervention, what you want to show.....
is exactly why my mind is scrambled...#otalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ @Charlee_W #OTalk absolutely the push for use of outcome measures but what is the purpose of the measure - for the person, the serv
and how is it then used, often feels like a tick box exercise!

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@ForensicOT_ELFT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ That’s so important isn’t it..I think the communication between gathering the data and the reporting has to be clear an
adaptable for the audiences. #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ No no I think that is a good point. We are struggling to define and use outcome measures. I feel by not using outcome measure I am not
evidencing the changes I have made to my service users and in recommisioning I don't want OTs to be forgotten about #OTalk

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Measurement to help assess impact and effectiveness. Experience is important too. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Q1 - My understanding of outcome measure is something which measures the effectiveness of an intervention. By measuring this it can highligh
importance and need for occupational therapy in the services we work #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ "depends who is asking?" Is this a cop out? Could be for the person, the service, national, type of intervention, what yo
want to show..... see this is exactly why my mind is scrambled...#otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: @chaniedavies @OTalk_ No no I think that is a good point. We are struggling to define and use outcome measures. I feel by not using outcome
measure I am not evidencing the changes I have made to my service users and in recommisioning I don't want OTs to be forgotten about #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RosFrench1: @chaniedavies @OTalk_ @Charlee_W #OTalk absolutely the push for use of outcome measures but what is the purpose of the measure - for t
person, the service and how is it then used, often feels like a tick box exercise!

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @probyn_jo: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Measurement to help assess impact and effectiveness. Experience is important too. #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ An OM will enable me to monitor patient progress - in MH I also feel passionate about collating patient perspectives on their progress or qu
life, so it is necessary that this data is also captured via self-reports or collaborative goal setting/reviewing. #OTalk

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Measuring the effectiveness and highlighting the importance/clinical need. Helping service users to see the benefits/ achieving their therap
goals. #OTalk
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Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q1 Cont …) I would be keen to develop something valid and reliable to measure patient experience and quality of life within a secure men
health service, particularly for those who reside in a seclusion or segregation environment. #OTalk

Vicky Swift @VickySwift16
@Tori_Doll_ @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Using APOM too, also in forensic mental health setting - like it very much, in particular the visual representation it provides thr
‘spidergraph’ that is easy for information sharing across MDT #OTalk #VdTMoCA

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ For me it’s about highlighting the achievement of occupational goals with the patient, those around them and the stake holders. Quantitativ
qualitative information is equally important. #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@Tori_Doll_ @OTalk_ Sounds like a great idea @Tori_Doll_ A measure of patient experience especially at times of crisis would be great #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk it’s a therapy outcome measure - TOMs. There are adapted scales that can be used although our team just uses 1 template and ve
important team all look at it together for the scoring system as it can be very subjective

Charlee @Charlee_W
@probyn_jo @OTalk_ Very concise @probyn_jo #OTalk

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
@charfrenchOT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ ' #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ Love this @ForensicOT_ELFT ( #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@charfrenchOT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Definitely agree with this point Char. The quantitative data is important for the service/commissioners etc, but the qualitati
is where the magic really happens! #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
RT @Tori_Doll_: @charfrenchOT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Definitely agree with this point Char. The quantitative data is important for the service/commissioners etc
the qualitative data is where the magic really happens! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@charfrenchOT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Over the years have used MOHOST and other moho based, Recovery star, wemwbs, GAS, fimfam, pam, ons4, gad7 etc,
probably copm. Like patient feedback and Bromley by bow (type of intervention) and general satisfaction questionairres. #otalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@charfrenchOT @OTalk_ Yeah the difference of having both qualitative and quantitative information is a great idea ( #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@ForensicOT_ELFT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk I did training and then as a team we decided not to use it. It was brought in a few years later but you need to
time as a team to agree the scoring as it’s very subjective and again what is the scoring being used for. It has the potential to be very useful
Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Tori_Doll_ @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Love that! Where the magic happens!! #OTalk

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
@Tori_Doll_ @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Agreed. I know there are questionnaires that are completed post seclusion however it would be interesting to do from an OT
perspective. #OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
Question 2 - In practice, what outcome measures are being used? Are they occupational therapy specific? #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/3xupzmnSfI

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
RT @DrCConnell: 4 MH occupational therapy, presentation from outcome measures workshop at @theRCOT conf: 4 MH occupational therapy, presentation from
outcome measures workshop at @theRCOT conf: https://t.co/3DWGOEPSFf Resources https://t.co/NsiQOBjJ6l Key Qs: why ru measuring, what ru trying to chang
the measure any good? #otalk @MandyGrahamOT @MaryBirken @MOT1ON_Research

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Tori_Doll_: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ An OM will enable me to monitor patient progress - in MH I also feel passionate about collating patient perspectives on th
progress or quality of life, so it is necessary that this data is also captured via self-reports or collaborative goal setting/reviewing. #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @ForensicOT_ELFT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Measuring the effectiveness and highlighting the importance/clinical need. Helping service users to see the bene
achieving their therapeutic goals. #OTalk
Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@VickySwift16 @Tori_Doll_ @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Sounds interesting...not seen or heard of this. Is there a link online?#otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @charfrenchOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ For me it’s about highlighting the achievement of occupational goals with the patient, those around them and the stak
holders. Quantitative and qualitative information is equally important. #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
Q2 - I struggle to use any OT specific OMs as much of the work I do is more emotional regulation e.g. anxiety management or managing emotions rather than func
skills work. I often use OMs to measure emotional well being like SWEMWBS #OTalk
Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Main ones in the services I have worked in are the APOM, MOHOST, AMPS, ESI, patient satisfaction surveys. However, the APOM is the
outcome measure used to demonstrate progress or changes in functioning within CPA reports. #OTalk

Vicky Swift @VickySwift16
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ A means to measure and communicate change to professionals and service users - particularly important in a setting where change can be
incremental and hard to see without a way of ‘zooming out’ and capturing the bigger picture #OTalk
Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Tori_Doll_ @charfrenchOT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Totalky agree! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Question 2 - In practice, what outcome measures are being used? Are they occupational therapy specific? #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/3xupzmn

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Q2 - I struggle to use any OT specific OMs as much of the work I do is more emotional regulation e.g. anxiety management or managing emotio
rather than functional skills work. I often use OMs to measure emotional well being like SWEMWBS #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Tori_Doll_: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Main ones in the services I have worked in are the APOM, MOHOST, AMPS, ESI, patient satisfaction surveys. However,
APOM is the outcome measure used to demonstrate progress or changes in functioning within CPA reports. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @VickySwift16: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ A means to measure and communicate change to professionals and service users - particularly important in a setting w
change can be incremental and hard to see without a way of ‘zooming out’ and capturing the bigger picture #OTalk

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ I (@HannahKayOT ) used to complete non standardised casual coffee groups once a month with set questions about the group programm
how they found it to help plan future interventions. Was so important to gather that qualitative feedback #OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
Sorry I realise that some people have already answered this question in previous questions... please see initial post for more information too #OTalk

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Yes we use APOM and MOHOST, this has been good reflection and need to consider experience based tools and remind about @RCOT
conference presentation! #OTalk and @Charlee_W
Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W I leapt ahead, oops #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @probyn_jo: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Yes we use APOM and MOHOST, this has been good reflection and need to consider experience based tools and remind
@RCOT conference presentation! #OTalk and @Charlee_W
Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Charlee_W Don't forget the forgotten art of conversation to assess whether you and pt are aligned together #otalk ....underated skill

Charlee @Charlee_W
@probyn_jo Not at all $ #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@chaniedavies Completely agree @chaniedavies ... therapeutic use of self #OTalk
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Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Charlee_W Or a personalised care and support plan (and review)#otalk not quantitative but satisfying when done well

Claire Johnson @OTapprentice
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q1. An outcome measure can be many things depending on the context and service it is used in. Essentially it's a way of measuring
effectiveness of OT intervention. Depends on the measure used whether that is objective or subjective and therefore its value differs #otalk
Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Tori_Doll_ @VickySwift16 @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Oo we did this training many moons ago and always saw the potential #otalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
Question 3 - What are the barriers of using outcome measures in practice? #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/qdiqWHGX4l

Charlee @Charlee_W
Q3 - Barriers for using OMs - not having access to OT specific assessments so not being able to complete baseline OT outcomes and then being able to review af
intervention, generic working so having to do other things apart from OT specific work #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Question 3 - What are the barriers of using outcome measures in practice? #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/qdiqWHGX4l

#hellomynameisHolly @HolsOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q2) I have been using WRI, MOHOST and OCAIRS in a forensic community mental health team #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Hello, bit late to the party but I currently work in primary care and have a few outcome measures I’ve thought about using but none seem to
fit…age old story. So using data as outcome measures for quantitative for now #OTalk
UnoLovelyDebi @UnoLovelyDebi
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ It’s been sad to see the steady decline in OT specific work within mental health services over the past 10 years #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Barriers are time, resources, clinicians understanding of the value of using outcome measures, training, practical application, not being sen
enough to detect change, clinicians confidence/competence in using the tool … #OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@OTSophie @OTalk_ No problem at all. Thanks for joining us tonight $ #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Having said that, unless OTs use outcome measures we are never going to be able to promote the unique contribution of OT & raise the p
irrespective of the barriers. Especially in the current climate. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Q3 - Barriers for using OMs - not having access to OT specific assessments so not being able to complete baseline OT outcomes and then bein
to review after intervention, generic working so having to do other things apart from OT specific work #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Tori_Doll_: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Barriers are time, resources, clinicians understanding of the value of using outcome measures, training, practical applicat
being sensitive enough to detect change, clinicians confidence/competence in using the tool … #OTalk
Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Technological barriers of extracting the data from systems service wide and interpreting this into a clear format that is both appropriate for
patients and governance structures #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Tori_Doll_: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Having said that, unless OTs use outcome measures we are never going to be able to promote the unique contribution of
raise the profile, irrespective of the barriers. Especially in the current climate. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @charfrenchOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Technological barriers of extracting the data from systems service wide and interpreting this into a clear format that is
appropriate for patients and governance structures #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@Tori_Doll_ @chaniedavies @VickySwift16 @OTalk_ Thanks for sharing the link @Tori_Doll_ I did do VdT MoCA training years ago. I probably need a refresher i
even exists. I will look after this ( #OTalk
OT Sophie @OTSophie
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Main one in my current role is not finding the right fit so don’t see the point in using it just for the sake of it, loses all meaning #OTALK

Charlee @Charlee_W
https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript/…%2F2022&shour=12&smin=0&tdate=4%2F28%2F2022&thour=12&tmin=15
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@Tori_Doll_ @OTalk_ Yeah this is one of my worries really... how can we say we need more OTs when we aren't evidencing what we do? ) #OTalk

Claire Johnson @OTapprentice
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q2. I work in adult social care and outcome measures have been a new introduction in our service over the past year. Currently using COP
TOMs. Had a discussion with colleagues this week highlighting the pros and cons to both * #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Picking one + Different ones suit different individuals. Sometimes hard if an i tervention has been one phone call to get 2 readings withou
appearing insensitive. To me sometimes the person matters more than asking qs inappropriately. Yet some have a nice chunk of work #otalk

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Capacity/ access to materials/ assessments/ working away from Trust using other partners IT system/ priority given by leadership. It’s grea
have this reflective space to connect and share ideas. #OTalk
Barbara Smith @Barbara93260156
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk having one suitable for client use,quick and easy to use and sensitive to change

Charlee @Charlee_W
The word that just came to mind is confidence! ) #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@OTSophie @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Ditto + perhaps we design one? Oh but too busy x #otalk

CHITINProject @CHITINProject
RT @OTalk_: We are taking booking, if you would like to host an #OTalk. Why not apply? Dates currently available include 24/05/22 31/05/22 14/06/22 21/06/22
12/07/22 26/07/22 https://t.co/joeETPbOJo

Rupert Leslie , - @hoffiOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Sorry I've come in late to this one @ImprovementCym are working to embed the use of outcome measures into daily practice in mental he
learning disability services across Wales. Really helpful resources relating to tonight's #OTalk discussions: https://t.co/zOqy1MssPk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@charfrenchOT @OTalk_ Yes we have had this before... being unable to get specific IT programmes on trust wide computers... #OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@chaniedavies @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Add it to our long list of to dos shall we?! . % / #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk, what the purpose of the outcome measure is for, lack of knowledge, training and support for using outcome measures, resources,
whether it’s valued, appropriate for the person and setting

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTSophie: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Main one in my current role is not finding the right fit so don’t see the point in using it just for the sake of it, loses all mean
#OTALK

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Picking one + Different ones suit different individuals. Sometimes hard if an i tervention has been one phone call to g
readings without appearing insensitive. To me sometimes the person matters more than asking qs inappropriately. Yet some have a nice chunk of work #otalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @probyn_jo: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Capacity/ access to materials/ assessments/ working away from Trust using other partners IT system/ priority given by
leadership. It’s great to have this reflective space to connect and share ideas. #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Barbara93260156: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk having one suitable for client use,quick and easy to use and sensitive to change

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ And the answer is … you can’t. We KNOW the added value and impact, but those commissioning the service need evidence. It’s up to us
clinicians to provide this … and then to promote this at every available opportunity 0 #OTalk
Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W @Tori_Doll_ @chaniedavies @VickySwift16 @OTalk_ I can help with that @Charlee_W #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Sorry I've come in late to this one @ImprovementCym are working to embed the use of outcome measures into daily practic
mental health & learning disability services across Wales. Really helpful resources relating to tonight's #OTalk discussions: https://t.co/zOqy1MssPk
Charlee @Charlee_W
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@probyn_jo @OTalk_ Definitely I am really pleased to hear it isn't just Justice Based OTs in our trust who are struggling to find a suitable outcome measure. Happ
know we aren't on our own?! $ #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RosFrench1: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk, what the purpose of the outcome measure is for, lack of knowledge, training and support for using outcome
measures, resources, cost, whether it’s valued, appropriate for the person and setting

#hellomynameisHolly @HolsOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q3) For me as a soon to be newly qualified OT, I think it is the time it takes to learn a new outcome measure/knowledge of the right outcom
measure to select for the individual patient with the time constrains of the service #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @HolsOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q3) For me as a soon to be newly qualified OT, I think it is the time it takes to learn a new outcome measure/knowledge of t
right outcome measure to select for the individual patient with the time constrains of the service #OTalk

Claire Johnson @OTapprentice
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q3. Time, knowledge/competence of using the outcome measure properly (to ensure validity), having an outcome measure that is sensitiv
what effect you are trying to capture, engagement of service user #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk Just because an outcome measure doesn’t show an improvement it doesn’t mean the intervention wasn’t effective or meaningful fo
person. Palliative care comes to mind as often ends with a lower outcome measure than starts with but quality of life has improved.
Charlee @Charlee_W
Question 4 - What can be done to make outcome measures more accessible, user friendly, usable in practice? #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/bdggwog7hr

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ I think we have some things to think about for our away time, as well as considering how we can make our outcome measures accessible
#OTalk

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@chaniedavies @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Yes I really agree with this! Nearly always ends up being about proving evidence of value for money as this is the easiest t
prove and quantify. The stuff which is harder to measure but the most important to wellbeing often doesn’t get the credibility it deserves/ #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RosFrench1: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk Just because an outcome measure doesn’t show an improvement it doesn’t mean the intervention wasn’t effect
meaningful for the person. Palliative care comes to mind as often ends with a lower outcome measure than starts with but quality of life has improved.
Charlee @Charlee_W
@RosFrench1 @OTalk_ Good point ✅ #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTapprentice: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q3. Time, knowledge/competence of using the outcome measure properly (to ensure validity), having an outcome me
that is sensitive to what effect you are trying to capture, engagement of service user #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Question 4 - What can be done to make outcome measures more accessible, user friendly, usable in practice? #OTalk @OTalk_
https://t.co/bdggwog7hr
Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Shift in culture - OMs are not optional, they are a key expectation within the service provision & the OT pathway. In house training for new
starters, refresher training for established staff. Commonly used OMs to be taught at under-grad level & then applied on placement. #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@RosFrench1 @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Yes @RosFrench1 too much focus on change positvely through numbers. Also maintenance can and should be valued and
#otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Tori_Doll_: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Shift in culture - OMs are not optional, they are a key expectation within the service provision & the OT pathway. In house
training for new starters, refresher training for established staff. Commonly used OMs to be taught at under-grad level & then applied on placement. #OTalk

Rupert Leslie , - @hoffiOT
@Charlee_W Do we need to use OT specific outcome measures to demonstrate our effectiveness or is it more powerful to demonstrate our effectiveness by using
same outcome measures as our MDT colleagues? Also helps service users have greater consistency with completing the same OM. #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
Q4 - Having access to occupational therapy assessments would allow me to complete a baseline score/assessment and then follow this up, after completing of an
intervention #OTalk
Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@RosFrench1 @Charlee_W @OTalk_ What matters cannot always be measured and what can be measured does not always matter #otalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript/…%2F2022&shour=12&smin=0&tdate=4%2F28%2F2022&thour=12&tmin=15
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@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Or services linking in with local universities re what OMs are commonly used on placements so these can be taught as part of the curriculu
then knowledge can be translated during placement = a more joined up approach #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@Tori_Doll_ @OTalk_ Definitely... we need to be embedding this in practice when we are starting/developing services rather than an after thought #OTalk

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ I think our practise can accommodate multiple needs, but it’d be good to connect with OT’s outside Europe/USA to see what outcome mea
are in use? Ask our service users and staff whether they’re meeting All needs. #OTalk

Rupert Leslie , - @hoffiOT
@Charlee_W Using the same outcome measures can also help with aiding conversations with MDT colleagues as we are using the same language rather than ha
explain what the language in the OT specific outcome measure means. #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@chaniedavies @Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk absolutely there is an expectation that outcome measures must demonstrate an improvement to be effective - educ
is definitely needed!

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ #otalk would never happen but all online with access through rcot with membership including a training zone regularly. but many are licenc
businesses needing the finance to fund research. Dream world again

Charlee @Charlee_W
@probyn_jo @OTalk_ Yeah it would be good to speak to OTs worldwide to find out what is being used. Other countries can be ahead of us in regards to research e
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @Charlee_W Do we need to use OT specific outcome measures to demonstrate our effectiveness or is it more powerful to demonstrate our effective
by using the same outcome measures as our MDT colleagues? Also helps service users have greater consistency with completing the same OM. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Q4 - Having access to occupational therapy assessments would allow me to complete a baseline score/assessment and then follow this up, afte
completing of an intervention #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @probyn_jo: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ I think our practise can accommodate multiple needs, but it’d be good to connect with OT’s outside Europe/USA to see w
outcome measures are in use? Ask our service users and staff whether they’re meeting All needs. #OTalk

#hellomynameisHolly @HolsOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q4) Being taught how to administer OM and interpret the scores at University with the chance to practice with peers and/or volunteer/actor
service users #OTalk
Ros French @RosFrench1
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk discussion with the whole team to what and why you are using outcome measures and then explore options, have education and
opportunities to trial and see if meets the expectations- engagement, training and education are key.
Claire Johnson @OTapprentice
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q4. Training and sharing knowledge. I was part of the working group selecting which outcome measures our service would trial and it was
talking to other services about what they use and what works for them. I think because many don't use them at all! #otalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@Tori_Doll_ @ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ @shoko_chen Are there any quality of life assessments/outcome measures? #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@HolsOT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ This would be super helpful with NQs confidence when transitioning from student to clinician! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Paid for some myself 2 #otalk

Venus Madden @TheVenusMadden
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk 26th April 2022 – Outcome Measures used by occupational therapists in forensic and justice-based settings. https://t.co/TZu6B5xHqi

ELFT Forensic Occupational Therapy Team @ForensicOT_ELFT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ For me it’s about highlighting the achievement of occupational goals with the patient, those around them and the stak
holders. Quantitative and qualitative information is equally important. #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Charlee_W @Tori_Doll_ @ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ @shoko_chen Yep quite a few when you look into it. Having a blank , will add if brain starts working aga
#otalk
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Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ @shoko_chen Not that I am aware of, other than locally developed tools or observations/informal feedback #OTalk

Claire Johnson @OTapprentice
@OTalk_ @Charlee_W Q4. Audit and review to ensure the measures are being used properly and are collecting the required data. An outcome measure that is
accessible and inclusive is a must, and if it can be incorporated into assessment this makes it easier to embed into practice #OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@HolsOT @OTalk_ Yeah this would be good. I wonder if some universities could pick this up in there curriculum @CovUniOT @OT_SHU $ #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @HolsOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q4) Being taught how to administer OM and interpret the scores at University with the chance to practice with peers and/or
volunteer/actor service users #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RosFrench1: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ #OTalk discussion with the whole team to what and why you are using outcome measures and then explore options, ha
education and opportunities to trial and see if meets the expectations- engagement, training and education are key.

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTapprentice: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Q4. Training and sharing knowledge. I was part of the working group selecting which outcome measures our service w
trial and it was difficult talking to other services about what they use and what works for them. I think because many don't use them at all! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OTapprentice: @OTalk_ @Charlee_W Q4. Audit and review to ensure the measures are being used properly and are collecting the required data. An outcom
measure that is accessible and inclusive is a must, and if it can be incorporated into assessment this makes it easier to embed into practice #OTalk
#hellomynameisHolly @HolsOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ @CovUniOT @OT_SHU @LSBU_HSC #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
Thank you everyone for joining the discussion tonight!! ( Hope it was useful for all involved $ Any final comments? #OTalk @OTalk_ https://t.co/YTd7RqWcKz

Rob Ellis @NHSOTRob
@RosFrench1 @Charlee_W @OTalk_ We've found value in using TOMs in inpatient MH. It's not perfect but is a simple, effective way to embed the concept of usi
outcome measures, particularly when we know interventions are effective and are wanting a clear, straightforward way to present data to others. #OTalk
Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
#otalk Random but thought maybe helpful https://t.co/MDGOuayrG9

#hellomynameisHolly @HolsOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Great discussion with many points to think about and take forward into practice. Thank you all and thank you @Charlee_W for hosting3

Charlee @Charlee_W
I need to go back on the chats and catch up!! $ Thanks again for joining the chat everyone #OTalk

Rupert Leslie , - @hoffiOT
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Ensure that they are coproduced in design and implementation. That's an aspect that I really like about the ReQoL. Outcome measures sh
be focused on finding out what matters most to the service user. https://t.co/dL4Jw3TTQz #OTalk
Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Thank you for facilitating this evenings discussion. Lots of food for thought. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Ensure that they are coproduced in design and implementation. That's an aspect that I really like about the ReQoL. Outcom
measures should be focused on finding out what matters most to the service user. https://t.co/dL4Jw3TTQz #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: Thank you everyone for joining the discussion tonight!! ( Hope it was useful for all involved $ Any final comments? #OTalk @OTalk_
https://t.co/YTd7RqWcKz

Vicky Swift @VickySwift16
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ 1. Time. 2. Training - I’m only confident with the APOM because I got lucky with my final placement and stayed with the service, so had ac
training before qualifying. Anything MOHO related and I really haven’t a clue - or the time to learn it on the job 4 #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Such a complex area which requires critical analysis to really question what is used, whether the info gathered is the info needed and who
serves and how it is conducted and who benefits. Number scales and seeking improvement may not happen with life variable too #otalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…%2F2022&shour=12&smin=0&tdate=4%2F28%2F2022&thour=12&tmin=15
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Thank you everyone for joining tonight! Really interesting chat and lots of useful resources shared 5 Thanks @Charlee_W for hosting! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: #otalk Random but thought maybe helpful https://t.co/MDGOuayrG9

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Thank you for facilitating @Charlee_W. It’s been great to hear how similar our struggles are and take away some ideas for positive change
#OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@probyn_jo @OTalk_ Yeah I am going to recap all the chat and comments now. To make a list of outcome measures to investigate $ #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
We will be uploading a transcript of this chat to our blog soon; in the meantime why not check out our reflection resources to record your participation as part of you
CPD? #OTalk https://t.co/HSHHvoGfxN

Charlee @Charlee_W
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ Definitely... I think the topic could be discussed for alot longer and all the points you mention need to be considered when selecting an ou
measure to use in different services #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@NHSOTRob @RosFrench1 @OTalk_ It sounds good. Sorry if you have already done this... I will review the chat but what does TOMS stand for? Do you have to
for this outcome measure? Do you have a link for more information? Sorry about all the questions $ #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@chaniedavies @Tori_Doll_ @ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ @shoko_chen Thanks for this @chaniedavies I will have a look into these. I presume you need a licen
use these ) #OTalk
Claire Johnson @OTapprentice
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ Enjoyed my first #OTalk tonight. Thanks for the great discussion $

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
Thank you for a great chat. Useful to know others thoughts on this as been tying me up in knots for a while. Ultimately,any data showing value is useful to promote
profession and constant service reviews with service user discussions great.#OTalk
Ros French @RosFrench1
@Charlee_W @NHSOTRob @OTalk_ #OTalk it’s Therapy Outcome Measures. There is a book Pam Enderby et al Therapy Outcome Measures for rehabilitation
professionals. Training is also available
Charlee @Charlee_W
@NHSOTRob @RosFrench1 @OTalk_ Thanks @NHSOTRob I will look back on the comments! $ #OTalk

Rupert Leslie , - @hoffiOT
@Charlee_W @chaniedavies @Tori_Doll_ @ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ @shoko_chen Have a look at the link to the Improvement Cymru link I posted earlier in
chat. There's a list of ones that cover quality of life https://t.co/zOqy1MK4dU https://t.co/3TOJjEPmSX

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
I think we must also consider how and when... do patients tell us what we want to hear? What data are we not capturing where we can evolve or do better? Do we
on positive experience and neglect those whose views differ or intervention not the right match? #otalk
Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
@Charlee_W @NHSOTRob @RosFrench1 @OTalk_ #otalk Oh no! I missed the session! I look forward to catching up on people's comments.

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
RT @OTapprentice: @OTalk_ @Charlee_W Q4. Audit and review to ensure the measures are being used properly and are collecting the required data. An outcom
measure that is accessible and inclusive is a must, and if it can be incorporated into assessment this makes it easier to embed into practice #OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@probyn_jo @OTalk_ Perhaps something we need to look into @probyn_jo, @84Xen ( I will add it to my list of things to do $ #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@MOHOspark @Charlee_W @NHSOTRob @RosFrench1 @OTalk_ Please add (in your own time) your insights always invaluable and highly respected. #otalk

Jo Probyn @probyn_jo
@Charlee_W @OTalk_ @84Xen I think so #OTalk

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
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RT @Tori_Doll_: @charfrenchOT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Definitely agree with this point Char. The quantitative data is important for the service/commissioners etc
the qualitative data is where the magic really happens! #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@RosFrench1 @NHSOTRob @OTalk_ Thanks for sharing this information on TOMs. I will have a look at it and discuss whether it would be suitable in the prison m
health teams as we often work as lone OTs #OTalk

Emilka @ExcuseMeMyAcent
RT @hoffiOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Sorry I've come in late to this one @ImprovementCym are working to embed the use of outcome measures into daily practic
mental health & learning disability services across Wales. Really helpful resources relating to tonight's #OTalk discussions: https://t.co/zOqy1MssPk

Lorian Mead 6 - 7 @lm_ldot
@Tori_Doll_ @OTalk_ @Charlee_W Not heard of the APOM before this evening. Wondering if anyone who has used it has experience of using it in a mental healt
learning disabilities setting #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@probyn_jo @Tori_Doll_ @chaniedavies @VickySwift16 @OTalk_ Oh brilliant, that would be great @probyn_jo I think @84Xen had the training in her last role. So
perhaps this might be another option along with the MOHOST training and licenses #OTalk

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
@Tori_Doll_ @charfrenchOT @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Most powerful feedback in current role (2nd phonecall)..."thank you for reaching out, caring and being there..
would not be here without you, i mean that" I had not picked up suicidal at the time after a lot of mh experience. Validation and being there matters #otalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@VickySwift16 @OTalk_ Nice definition @VickySwift16 ( #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ @HannahKayOT Yeah perhaps we underestimate the value of non standardised feedback forms for the groups we complete

Charlee @Charlee_W
@hoffiOT @chaniedavies @Tori_Doll_ @ForensicOT_ELFT @OTalk_ @shoko_chen Thanks for sharing @hoffiOT $ #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@hoffiOT @OTalk_ @ImprovementCym Thanks for sharing this @hoffiOT . Will look more into it. Added to the to do list ✅ #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@UnoLovelyDebi @OTalk_ Yeah it is sooo frustrating!!!! Attempts are made to keep our OT identity but it is so tricky in the busy environment of mental health serv
and the requirement for emotional reg work. I attempt to keep an OT focus but easier said than done 8 #OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@HolsOT @OTalk_ Thanks @HolsOT Can I ask what WRI is? I am guessing I probably should know this 9 #OTalk

Nicky @NickyMCltd
RT @RCOT_MH: Any of our members who work or have an interest in forensic and justice-based settings this #OTalk tonight is perfect for you!!

Charlee @Charlee_W
@probyn_jo @OTalk_ @rcot Experience based tools? I feel I probably need look into this more, any examples? I can't remember seeing this at the @theRCOT
conference ) 9 #OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@OTapprentice @OTalk_ Glad it isn't only our service which need to start introducing outcome measures too. I need to look at the TOMs $ #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@probyn_jo @OTalk_ @rcot @theRCOT I have just thought about this and does this mean patient satisfaction surveys and feedback forms 9 Oh jeez... its been
evening! Hahaha : @probyn_jo #OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@hoffiOT Good point ; #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@VickySwift16 @OTalk_ Yeah I think they are both valid reasons. I know it has been a barrier in our service. Trying to get training on MOHO to refresh knowledge
know there are other OTs in the service who haven't used this before #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@Tori_Doll_ @OTalk_ Definitely @Tori_Doll_... hence the #OTalk today to get some ideas and hopefully get something in place to help prove the worth of occupat
therapists in the prison environment < #OTalk
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Charlee @Charlee_W
@hoffiOT @OTalk_ Thanks for sharing... I will add this to my to do list ✅ #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@RosFrench1 @OTalk_ Yeah definitely. Maybe rather than looking at this as a one profession thing, we need to look at it as an MDT?! ) #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@chaniedavies @Tori_Doll_ @charfrenchOT @OTalk_ Love this comment ( ( #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
Signing off for the evening... hopefully been through most, if not all of the @OTalk_ from this evening to like/comment on what has been said. Thanks again for eve
who joined and shared their knowledge. It was great! Thank you! ( #OTalk My OTalk buddy this evening = ⤵ https://t.co/lllAxF4vOe

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Charlee_W @VickySwift16 @OTalk_ Re #VdTMoCA - The best opportunity accessing teaching on https://t.co/CHcdKDzFjV. £10 subscription = a month’s acces
range of videos teaching on various levels, ax & treatment to build on knowledge rather than repeating. Please visit @icancreativity #OTalk

Jessika Lack @JessikaLack_OT
RT @Tori_Doll_: @Charlee_W @VickySwift16 @OTalk_ Re #VdTMoCA - The best opportunity accessing teaching on https://t.co/CHcdKDzFjV. £10 subscription =
month’s access to a range of videos teaching on various levels, ax & treatment to build on knowledge rather than repeating. Please visit @icancreativity #OTalk

Ruth Crowder @RuthCr
RT @hoffiOT: @Charlee_W @OTalk_ Sorry I've come in late to this one @ImprovementCym are working to embed the use of outcome measures into daily practic
mental health & learning disability services across Wales. Really helpful resources relating to tonight's #OTalk discussions: https://t.co/zOqy1MssPk
Hannah Spencer @hspenceruk
Hoping to catch up with this prior to our discussion tomorrow @RamsellEleanor @WardChrisi884 et al - timely! #ValueOfOT #OTalk

Debra Jeffery 6 @Debbiejanej
RT @RCOT_MH: Any of our members who work or have an interest in forensic and justice-based settings this #OTalk tonight is perfect for you!!

DisruptOT @DisruptOT
During that time, I also became a regular of #otalk. At that time, I had a possible OTD project idea in mind. But, I didn't have a preceptor/project advisor. So, the
crew recommended me to connect me with Sarah Bodell, one of the founders of OT4OT.

OTBayArea @otbayarea
RT @DisruptOT: During that time, I also became a regular of #otalk. At that time, I had a possible OTD project idea in mind. But, I didn't have a preceptor/project a
So, the #otalk crew recommended me to connect me with Sarah Bodell, one of the founders of OT4OT.
#OTalk @OTalk_
Next week's #OTalk on 3rd May will be our #OTalkResearch chat discussing "Using Social Media to Share and Engage with Research." Hosted by @otgraphically
to follow soon.
Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
RT @OTalk_: Next week's #OTalk on 3rd May will be our #OTalkResearch chat discussing "Using Social Media to Share and Engage with Research." Hosted by
@otgraphically, blog to follow soon.

Alex -OT student (she/her)? @ 7 @AlexandratheOT
☀ flexibility☀ I’ve increasingly had to accept I can’t work as often or for as long as others. I have to be more flexible than that,for pain, fatigue, hospital appointme
etc. But it’s hard not to compare yourself to others and how much ‘harder’ they work. #OTalk #Disability
Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
Very excited about this next week, can’t wait for you all to hear more from @otgraphically on this!!! #OTalk #Research

Chantelle Martin & T @chaniedavies
The world must be telling me something this week.+ (I'm listening world). Lots of outcome measure usefulness from #RCOTCasson and #OTalk https://t.co/nTAc
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